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I n the last edition of Nexus, we explored the concept of 
the Unified Vector Geometry Grid. A mathematic and 
geologLcal grid which links sensitive nodal points around 

the globe. Sensitive places where unexplained phenomena 
have been occurring since time immemorial. Phenomena, 
often associated with UFO activity, magic and tribal rituals. 

In this edition, we will explore exactly what happens at the 
nodal points on the UVG grid, how the grid interacts with 
the geographical map of Australia, and draw conclusions as 
to JUSt what the nodal points may be. 

The map in diagram I illustrates how the UVG grid inter
acts with Australia. 

While the avid! UFO and sacred site investigators will be 
able to locate many familiar sites on this map, [ have listed 
several places of specific interest for those less familiar with 
the subject. 

Alice Springs: Numerous UFO sightings, especially� 
near Pine Gap. Unusuall earthlight phenomena� 
reported at aboriginal sacred site - Corroborrie Rock.� 
Port Headland: Port Headland Military Tracking� 
Station.� 
Woomera: Important aboriginal sacred site, and� 
area of British atomic bomb testing in the 1950's.� 
Huskisson: Multi-coloured fireball burst through� 
wafll of local hotell 19th March 1978. Traditional� 
territory for aboriginals.� 
Kempsey: Much UFa activity reported in area.� 
Winton & Boulia: Sightings of "min-min" lights mov�
ing in erratic paths on numerous occasions.� 
Frazer Island: Area of many UFO sightings. A� 
iOOft. long black usa (Unidentified Submerged� 
Object) sighted off-shore in 1965. Other USOs� 
sighted in area ever since.� 
Tully: Area of many UFO sightings, including the� 
famous "Saucer Nests", classified by some as part of� 
the crop circle phenomenon.� 
Nullabor Plain: Area of many UFO sightings,� 
including the much publicised Knowles family case,� 
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near Mundrabilla. 
Ba-ss Straight: Area of major UFO activity, and area 
of many missing civilian and military vessels and 
planes. The official RAAF missing aircraft list 
includes - 8 Beauforts, 3 Hudsons, 2 Mitchell's, 3 
Ansons, 2 Oxfords, 2 Wirraways, 1 US B57 and 1 
Spit,fire. It also includes the area where pi~ot  

Frederick Valentich disappeared. 

•� 

I n Great Britain a good deal of work has been done by the 
likes of Paul Devereaux and The Dragon Project, on sci

""entifically investigating ancient sites. Particularly those 
sites which have long been associated with unusual phenom
ena and UFO associated activity. 

On the following map (diagram 2) you can see some of the 
local grid lines that cover England and the sites that have 
been investigated to date. 

Let us now explore one of ihe ~it~s  in detail. (See 
Diagram 3). 

The Rollright Stones. 2 major structures. 
I) the King stone, a single 2.5 metre monolith near a 

31.6m diameter circle of 76 limestone monoliths called the 
King's Circle. 

2) the Whispering Knights, a cluster of monoliths leaning 
in on each other, some 4()()m ESE of the circle. 

At certain times and especially at full moons, humming 
and ticking sounds have been heard coming from the whis
pering knights and to a lesser extent, the K,ing's Circle. 
Strange ultra-sound readings have also been recorded, espe
cially at dawn, and one set actually produced a perfect 
square wave when put through an oscilloscope. 

Earthlights, pillars of light, and light mists have been seen 
emanating from the ground around the stones since time 
immemorial. Electric shocks have been received from the 
stones and infra-red photography has shown unusujil light 
emanating from certain stones. 

The Magnetic fieldl inside the circle is significantly lower 
inside the circle than it is outside and actually fonns a 3
dimensional field of spiralling intensity. Very high natural 
radiation levels are found on the road just outside the circle 
and "Mind Mirror" EEG machine readings taken of subjects 
inside the circle indicate that their bi-cameral brainwave pat
terns display theta and delta wave patterns, the patterns nor
mally.as..sociated with deep hypnosis and sleep. 
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(Note: While this is just one example, the same rypes of 
phenomena take place at sacred sites around the world. For 
more information, read Places of Power - Secret Energies at 
Ancient Sites. by Paul Devereux. Published by Blandford 
1990.) 

What does this situation prove? It may not prove any
thing, but as the unusual phenomena found at nodes on the 
grid system were occurring at the time of our forefathers, it 
certainly .alludes to the point that they were quite aware of 
the phenomena and subsequently built structures around 
them which marked, focussed or enhanced their "power". 

In summing up, the locations that are on grid lines and 
nodal hotspots, let us re-cap on the phenomena that take 
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place in all of these areas to varying extents. 
Radio and Radar interference, magnetic fluctuations, 

unusual ultrasonic activity, interruption to electrical power. 
Power surges, electric shock, draining of batteries. High 
radiation levels, strange smells, nausea, feelings of illness, 
time distortion, fairy-lights or earthlights, ball ilightning, 
other strange visible aerial phenomena and unusual green, 
yellow or white mists in appare_ntl,y good weather. 

Geophysically, the most likely causes of these phenomena 
are abnormal interference in local geomagnetic fields, high 
natural radiation _and electromagnetic disturbances caused by 
tectonic activity and ley lines. 

Such interference will affect all types of electrical equip
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Rollright is on top of the lasl ridge of the Cotswolds,Project, there were at least 3 twenty mites north-west of Oxford, on .1 Side rqad NORtH 
between the A34 and A.44 SO{T1e- Ihr~ mile,s north ofcases of severe time distortion.� ~ to King StoneChipping Nonan. The' road forms part of tht> Odord ""'" .._, ....1

Case 1: A researcher went to� shire/WarwJckshJr4? border there. The circle (known • •• monoltLh 
as the King's Men) is a true circle Of about 100 'feet in . .WEST •� •their car to get something from diameter, containing al;!o'Ut 73 stones - In pla"es Irs a (300 I..,t) 
bit difficult to de.clde which bits of rock aTe only frag~the boot. (Note: at Rollright, the mems of local stone. Most are about three feet high, ~ /'(>with the largest just under eight f~t;  an afe badlyarea of radiation intensity was� 

.{ 
4wealher·worn. Three hundred feet awav, on the 

under the road, not in the circle). north side of the road and in the nell;t county. is the ~o  

King Stone. a singie stone about, eight fee-I hi·gh. and
As he opened the boot he a ruined dolmen (the Whispmng Knaghts}, a quaner • •.�

o( a mile to the east, completes the group. They are 1 .�noticed a car approaching at presumed to be Neolithic - around 2CQO Be - but the ..,�site hasn't be-en excavated to check. 
.0about 900meters. The next Ithing� • 

he kne w, the car had disap II owe many thanks to the owner, Pauline Flick, and EAST 
Ito various o( tier friEinds and (elallOns, for the help '~"'j."..peared. h had either they gave me in my surveys there. .. 

approached, passed him and SOUTH J :'f) -
faded into the distance in what to 
him w~<; the blinking of an eye, 1 Ro/lriglrt: geographical layout 
(mental blank); was an halluci
nation; was observed in a time 

CALI..ANISH~  

ment, will influence compasses, interfere with radio equip
ment, set up an electric current or field and may if strong 
enough, create unusual light effects, rpjsts and odoyrs. 

They may also create time distortion because: 
1) they interfere with the brains electrochemical nature 
2) as time is an integral factor in an electromagnetic field, 

anyone in the altered field of experience will experience the 
rime factpr set up by the field itself. 

When Rollright was being 
investigated by the Dragon 

shift (ie from the past or future) or the car 
actually vanished. 

C&Se 2: Two researchers were sitting in a 
van having lunch and both of them noticed 
lthe back of a black, short haired dog move 
passed the window. Thinking it odd, both got 
out of the van to investigate immediately but 
found no trace of the dog. What is interesting 
in this case is that for them to have seen the 
back of the dog, it must !have been at least 
13m at the shoulder. It is unlilcely that 2 peo
ple will have the same hallucination at the 
same time, 1.3m high dogs are few and far 
between, their activity at the time makes a 
joint mental blank unlikely, so did they 
observe at time shift? 

Case 3: A female researcher was strolling 
along the road, glanced at the surface and 
watched it form into concentric circles about 
15cm in diameter. At the same time she felt a 
vibrating, especially in her head and felt a 
highly charged atmosphere around her. 
Suddenly she became aware that the event 
was not normal, so she looked up'. She then 
saw an old fashioned green horse-drawn 
Gypsy caravan being driven away from her 
up the road. She then glanced away, looked 
back and it was gone. Possible hallucination, 
definitely not mental blank, caravans don't 
vanish and no one else on the site saw it come 
or go, so again, it may have Qeen a time shift 

It is also worth noting that all the incident 
happened on the same stretch of road and that 

infra-red photography of the area has shown a strange 
"cloud" hovering over it. 

From these three cases, the issue of time distortion can be 
seen, but there is also a new dilemma to deal with, if these 
people did experience an actual time shift, was it purely 
mental or was it physical as well? 

Apart from these three specific cases at Rollright, what do 
people generally experience in areas of this nature: 

-
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Depending on where you sit in history and the state of the 
collective unconscious, Ithey experience angels, fairy-folk, 
spirits, animal totems, UFOs or aliens. They may have feast 
with fairy queens or be medically examined by clinical 
humanoids. But whatever the case, they do enter a different 
dimension or reality and either visually, mentally or physi
cally interact with others who are not of our nonnal reality. 

They enter what we migllt call a transdimensional gateway 
and return with experiences that can be unusual and unset
tling to say the least. 

Moving back to more clinical grounds, it is interesting to 
note that psychological tests have shown that the temporal 
lobe area of the brain is sensitive to electromagneti_sm and 
that parts of it, such as the hippocampus, are related to 
dreaming and memory. Magnetic fields can stimulate these 
p-arts of the brain and in doing so, seem able to produce in 
the subject, sensations of floating, vivid hallucinations in 
W*iIlg consciousness, mystical and visionary stateS and 
even statistical evidence that links geomagnetism with some 
types of psychic lactivity. 

Does this mean that what people experience in these areas, 
apart from the measurable and observable physical phenom
ena that we Ihave already discussed is all in the mind or per
haps even some type of mystical experience? 

Possibly, but at our most fundamental level, the sub-atom
ic, we are actually com,posed of packets of quantas of ener
gy, opemting within a certain time fra,me and resonating as 
material particles within a specific field of action. 

Theoretically, any change to the nature of that field (such 
as that caused by abnonnal electromagnetic interference), 

. could in turn, create a change in the physical reality of any 
participant in that field. 

If the change in field was strong enough, what may hap
pen, is that from the sub-atomic level up, the individual 
would be forced to totally confonn to the new field, in which 
case they would cease to exist in this one (and if this theory 
is correct, it may explain the unsolved ca..es of planes, ships 
and people who vanish in places like the Bennuda Triangle). 
Or they may become aware of and experience the reality of, 
the other field for a time. 

Such as the documented case of an English woman who 
lives on top of a granite hill ip South America. Not only is 
there sporadic earthlight activity outside her house, but the 
woman reports curious time shifts and the momentary 
appeara,nce and disappearance of objects and entities inside 
her home. 

It is just possible that such a set of circumstances would 
oreate physical rather than mental gateways to other dimen
sions, or perhaps wonn holes through the space-time contin
uum. If such things existed, they would allow the con
straints of time. Conversely, this would also allow inhabi
tants of other dimensions of reality to enter ours. 

How much of the UFO phenomena is physical, psycholog
ical, natural and mystical, we really don't know, but hopeful
ly an open minded approach to research in the future will 
help us to find out. m 
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